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DESIGN OF AN EFFICIENT EVENT-DRIVEN BATTERY 

MONITORING SYSTEM  

 

 SUMMARY 

 

The remote and integrated Power Systems (PS) are experiencing the new development 
of the concept of smart and micro-grids. The battery is an elementary part of the PS and is 
frequently employed in many key applications like hybrid cars, drones, avionics, satellites, 
mobile phones, renewable powered homes, etc. Among the rechargeable batteries, the Li-
Ion ones are extensively employed because of their ever-wanted features like compact size, 
high power supply capability, a higher number of charge-discharge cycles, etc. For effective 
utilization of batteries and in order to assure their longer life the Battery Management 
Systems (BMSs) are frequently employed. The modern BMSs require extensive processing 
resources which can render into higher power consumption overhead. In this context, several 
embedded and integrated systems-based solutions have been proposed.   

 
The focus of this work is to enhance the existing BMSs, especially in terms of the power 

consumption reduction. In this framework, this work employs the input signal non-stationary 
nature to achieve power efficient BMSs. The idea is to employ the event-driven data 
acquisition and processing. In this context novel techniques have been proposed for the 
battery cells currents and voltages acquisition. The event-driven data acquisition creates the 
opportunity to focus on the pertinent information. Hence, a good correlation exists between 
the signal activity and the computational system load for the information that is incoming. 
The acquired information is processed by using the proposed original event-driven Coulomb 
counting based real-time SoC (State of Charge) estimator and the event-driven SoC-OCV 
(Open Circuit Voltage) based SoC calibrator. Based on the event-driven nature they can 
organize their processing load in coherence with the incoming signal temporal variations and 
characteristics.  

 
       In the aim of achieving a greener environment the employment of renewable energy 
sources is evolving. Among renewable energy sources solar photovoltaic panels and wind 
mills are the most frequently employed. However, none of these sources is a constant energy 
provider. Therefore, if the energy could be stored in rechargeable batteries then it could be 
used during night or during the calm weather. In this framework, a Li-Ion battery pack is 
designed and the SoCs of its cells are respectively estimated and calibrated by using the 
devised event-driven acquisition, Coulomb counting and SoC-OCV methods. Results 
demonstrate an overall more than fourth order of magnitude compression gain, reduction in 
acquired number of samples, for the case of cells current is achieved by the proposed solution 
over the classical counterparts. Furthermore, more than second order of magnitude 
compression gain the case of cells voltages is also attained with respect to the classical 
counterparts. Moreover, the devised solution also outperforms the counter classical parts in 
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terms of computational complexity. More than fourth order of magnitude gain in terms of 
processing efficiency is achieved for the studied case. In the suggested solution the employed 
event-driven Analog to Digital Converters (EDADCs) are of much lesser resolutions 
respectively 5-Bit and 2.86Bit for the cell current and the cells voltages acquisition. However, 
in the classical case 12-Bit ADCs are employed to acquire the cell current and cells voltages. 
Additionally, the system SoC estimation error is also computed and it is bounded by 4.85% 
for the studied case. It confirms a significant outperformance of the suggested solution in 
terms of reduction of the power consumption overhead and hardware design complexity as 
compared to the traditional counter solutions. This discussion depicts a strong potential of 
integrating the devised solution in modern and standalone BMSs. 

 

Keywords: Event-Driven System, Battery Management System, State of Charge, 
Compression, Non-uniform Quantization, Li-Ion battery, Coulomb Counting, Real-Time 
Processing, SoC-OCV curve. 
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ARABIC SUMMARY 
 

 ًایساسأ اًءزج ةیراطبلا دعت .ىرغصلاو ةیكذلا تاكبشلا موھفملً ادیدجً اروطت (PS) ةلماكتملاو ةیئانلا ةقاطلا ةمظنأ دھشت
 رایط نودب تارئاطلاو ةنیجھلا تارایسلا لثم ةیسیئرلا تاقیبطتلا نم دیدعلا يف رركتم لكشب مدختستو PS زاھج نم
 تایراطبلا نیب نم .خلإ ، ةددجتملا ةقاطلاب لمعت يتلا لزانملاو ةلومحملا فتاوھلاو ةیعانصلا رامقألاو تاینورتكلالاو
 مجحلا لثم ، اًمئاد ةبولطملا اھتازیم نم ببسب عساو قاطن ىلع Li-Ion تایراطبلا مادختسا متی ، نحشلا ةداعإل ةلباقلا
 مادختسالا لجأ نم .كلذ ىلإ امو ، نحشلا غیرفت تارود نم ربكأ ددعو ، ةیلاعلا ةقاطلا دیوزت ةیناكمإو ، ریغصلا
 بلطتت .رركتم لكشب (BMSs) ةیراطبلا ةرادإ ةمظنأ مادختسا متی ، لوطأ رمع نامض لجأ نمو تایراطبلل لاعفلا

BMSs دیدعلا حارتقا مت ، قایسلا اذھ يف .ةقاطلا كالھتسا يف ةدایز ىلإ لوحتت نأ نكمی ةلماش ةجلاعم دراوم ةثیدحلا 
 .مظنلا ىلع ةمئاقلا ةلماكتملاو ةجمدملا لولحلا نم
 
 اذھ يف .ةقاطلا كالھتسا لیلقتب قلعتی امیف ةصاخ ، ةیلاحلا ةیراطبلا ةرادإ ةمظنأ نیسحت ىلع لمعلا اذھ زیكرت بصنی
 ةركفلاو .ةقاطلل ةرفوملا ينابملا ةرادإ تامدخ قیقحتل لخدلا ةراشإل ةتباثلا ریغ ةعیبطلا لمعلا اذھ مدختسی ، راطإلا
 ةیراطبلا ایالخ تارایتل ةدیدج تاینقت حارتقا مت ، قایسلا اذھ يف .ثدحلاب ةعوفدملا تانایبلا ةجلاعمو ءانتقا فیظوت يھ
 نمو .ةلصلا تاذ تامولعملا ىلع زیكرتلل ةصرفلا ثدحلاب ةعوفدملا تانایبلا ىلع لوصحلا بستكی .ةیتلوفلا باستكاو
 مت يتلا تامولعملا ةجلاعم متت .ةدراولا تامولعملل يباسحلا ماظنلا لیمحتو ةراشإلا طاشن نیب دیج طابترا دجوی ، مث
 صاخلا ةجلاعملا لمح میظنت مھنكمی ، ثدحلا اھكرحی يتلا ةعیبطلا ىلإ ًادانتسا .مادختسا قیرط نع اھیلع لوصحلا
 .ةدراولا تاراشإلل ةینمزلا صئاصخلاو تافالتخالا عم قفاوتلاب مھب
 

 دعت ةددجتملا ةقاطلا رداصم نیب نم .ةددجتملا ةقاطلا رداصم فیظوت روطتی ، اًرارضخا رثكأ ةئیب قیقحت فدھب      
 ةقاطلا دوزم وھ رداصملا هذھ نم ایأ نإف ، كلذ عمو .اًمادختسا رثكألا ءاوھلا نیحاوطو ةیسمشلا ةیئوضلا حاولألا
 سقطلا ءانثأ وأ لیللا ءانثأ اھمادختسا نكمیف ، نحشلل ةلباق تایراطب يف ةقاطلا نیزخت نكمی ناك اذإ ، كلذل .رمتسملا
 مادختساب يلاوتلا ىلع اھتریاعمو اھایالخ نم SoCs ریدقتو Li-Ion ةیراطب ةمزح میمصت مت ، راطإلا اذھ يف .ئداھلا
 يلامجإلا بیترتلا نأ جئاتنلا رھظت .SoC-OCV و Coulomb دعلا ، ثادحألا ىلع ةینبملا ذاوحتسالا بیلاسأ

 نع ةیلاحلا ایالخلا ةلاحل ةبسنلاب ، ةبستكملا تانیعلا ددع لیلقت متیو ، ةعبارلا ةجردلا نم رثكأ مجحلا طغض باستكال
 طغض نم ةیناثلا ةجردلا نم رثكأ ىلع لوصحلا متی ، كلذ ىلع ةوالع .ةیكیسالكلا ءارظنلا ىلع حرتقملا لحلا قیرط
 ىلع اًضیأ ركتبملا لحلا قوفتی ، كلذ ىلع ةوالع .ةیكیسالكلا مھئارظن قلعتی امیف اضیأ ایالخلا ةیتلوفلا ةلاح يف مجحلا
 ثیح نم مجحلا بسك نم ةعبارلا ةبترملا نم رثكأ قیقحت متی .يباسحلا دیقعتلا ثیح نم ةداضملا ةیدیلقتلا ءازجألا
 ةیمقرلا تالوحملا ىلإ ةیرظانتلا تالوحملا نوكت ، حرتقملا لحلا يف .اھتسارد تمت يتلا ةلاحلل ةجلاعملا ةءافك
)EDADCs( باستكاو ةیلخلا رایتل يلاوتلا ىلع تب 2.86 و تب 5 نم لقأ ةجردب ةددحم ثادحألا ىلع دمتعت يتلا 
 .ایالخلا ةیتلوفو ایالخلا رایت باستكال تب ADC 12 مادختسا متی ، ةیكیسالكلا ةلاحلا يف ، كلذ عمو .ایالخلل ةیتلوفلا
 قوفتملا ءادألا دكؤی ھنإ .ةسوردملا ةلاحلل ٪4.85 هدحیو اًضیأ ماظنلل SoC ریدقت أطخ باسح متی ، كلذ ىلإ ةفاضإلاب
 ةیدیلقتلا لولحلا عم ةنراقملاب ةزھجألا میمصت دیقعتو ةقاطلا كالھتسال ةماعلا تاقفنلا نم دحلا ثیح نم حرتقملا لحلل
 .ةلقتسملاو ةثیدحلا BMSs يف ركتبملا لحلا جمدل ةیوق تاناكمإ روصت ةشقانملا هذھ .ةداضملا
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1. Overview 

 
Energy is one of the most significant resources in the modern society, as it is required to power 

all social activities [1],[2]. However, it is also considered as one of the major sources of crises humans 
can face. This is because the majority of energy sources currently used come from fossil fuels (coal, 
natural gas, diesel, petrol, etc.) which are predicted to be depleted within the next few decades. 
Additionally, there exist more than 1.5 billion inhabitants throughout the world who have no access 
to proper electricity [3]. These remote areas are often powered using standalone power systems (SPS). 
A standalone power system is off-grid autonomous electricity generating and supply system for 
regions which are not connected to the national grid. The system may consist of one or a combination 
of the energy sources like the micro hydropower system, the photovoltaic system, the diesel power 
generator, the biodiesel power generator, the wind turbine, the thermoelectric generator and so on. 
The idea is depicted with the help of Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: A schematic diagram of wind-solar hybrid standalone power system [2] 

According to [2], these systems consist of especially wind and solar based energy generators, 
consists of the following significant components: photovoltaic panels, wind generator, battery pack, 
inverters, converters, scheduler module, and so on. The photovoltaic panels and the wind generators 
are shown in Figure 1 above are responsible for the conversion of solar energy and wind energy into 
electrical energy based on the efficiencies. The battery pack serves two purposes in a standalone power 
system. Firstly, it serves as an energy storage unit. Secondly, it serves as a power supply unit where it 
stabilizes the power thus enhancing the reliability of the system [2]. The DC/DC converter placed 
between the DC bus and battery is responsible for controlling the discharge/charge states of the 
battery pack [2]. The scheduler module function is used to limit the amount of energy generated by 
the solar and wind generators especially when the output energy from the generators is excess and 
exceeds the capacity of the battery pack [2]. 
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According to [2], a remote and integrated power system is not only a hybrid of different types of 

generators and backup equipment (batteries and capacitors) but also requires high-efficiency 
equipment control and monitoring that takes advantage of power plant's maximum performance.  

According to [4], the performance of the remote and integrated power systems has been 
improving in recent times. This mainly because of the increased efficiency and reliability of batteries, 
battery charges, photovoltaics, wind turbines and so on [4]. Additionally, the performance of these 
systems can also be further improved through proper management and monitoring of the system 
especially the batteries [4]. In [4], the authors further stated that real-time monitoring of the 
performance of the remote and integrated Power Systems (PS) could highlight potential problems 
associated with the system thus allowing for the adoption of adequate and informed countermeasures. 
This results in a reduction of response time for repair, maintenance, and improvement of PS installed 
in remote locations [4]. Also, data collected from operating PS can be used to improve the 
performance of products as they are using data from actual operating conditions. Therefore, it is 
without a doubt that monitoring of the performance of PS especially the battery pack may increase 
the overall performance of the system and reduction in operating cost of the system. 

Remote and integrated power system is not only a hybrid of different types of generators and 
backup equipment (batteries and capacitors) but also requires high-efficiency equipment control and 
monitoring that takes advantage of power plant's maximum performance [2],[4]. 

1.2. Importance and Motivation 
The (PMS) are utilized to ensure that the demand and supply cycle is maintained effectively [1],[2]. 

The battery is an elementary part of the PS and frequently employed in many other key applications 
like hybrid cars, drones, avionics, satellites, mobile phones, etc. The Li-Ion batteries are extensively 
employed because of their ever-wanted features like compact size, cost, high power supply capability, 
a higher number of charge-discharge cycles, etc. [5], [6], [7]. For effective utilization of batteries and 
in order to assure their longer life, batteries are quite expensive; the (BMSs) are frequently employed.  

The modern BMSs require extensive processing resources which can render into a higher power 
consumption overhead [8],[9],[10],[11],[12],[15],[25]. In this context, several embedded and integrated 
systems-based solutions have been proposed. 

1.3. Aim & Objectives  
The focus of this work is to contribute in the design and development of power efficient BMSs, 

which can be effectively integrated in modern PSs. The system could be used in a variety of 
applications like remote micro grids, hybrid and electric vehicles, drones, mobile phones, satellites, 
avionics, etc. The solution has a potential and it could be commercialized in collaboration with the 
Saudi authorities and the industrial partners. The project is well aligned with the KSA 2030 vision. 

Enhancing the existing BMSs can be accomplished by redesigning their associative data 
acquisition and processing chain. The focus is to enhance the data acquisition and the Li-Ion batteries 
(SoC) estimation mechanisms. The data acquisition is required for real-time sampling of the intended 
battery parameters like voltage, current, etc. In the next step these parameters are employed to 
estimate the batteries SoC [12],[15]. An accurate SoC calculation allows controlling the batteries 
charge and discharge processes effectively and results in higher battery life and its safer operation.  In 
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order to keep the system efficient in terms of computational complexity electronics implementation 
and power consumption, an event-driven data acquisition and processing approach will be employed. 
It will allow achieving real-time data compression and will also reduce the data acquisition module 
activity [23], [17], [18],[19]. Moreover, it will also reduce the acquisition module electronics level 
complexity and will result in simpler and power efficient solutions. Additionally, novel event-driven 
Coulomb counting based real-time SoC estimation and event-driven SoC-OCV curve based SoC 
calibration algorithms will be employed. Its aptitudes for an estimation of the intended Li-Ion 
batteries SoC with a lesser computational complexity as compared to the modern counterparts. 

 

1.4. Problem Statement  
In the context of remote and integrated Power System (PS), it is essential to develop an efficient 

Battery Management System (BMS) that can effectively conserve the supply and demand cycles. BMS 
is empowered by batteries. The current BMSs are time-invariant and because of this they are 
constrained and designed for the worst case. It causes an augmented power consumption, complex 
design and require higher processing resources. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
This chapter of the thesis reviews recent studies on Power Management System (PMS), Battery 

Management Systems (BMS), Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion) battery, Event-Driven (ED) data acquisition, and 
battery State of Charge (SoC) estimation methods. 

2.1. Power Management System in PS 
 

2.1.1.     Importance of power management system in PS 

According to [9], electric energy from a remote and integrated Power Systems (PS)especially from 
renewable sources of energy is often intermittent in nature. That is, energy production from the power 
generator (which can be a wind turbine, solar panel, and so on) is never constant but depends on the 
weather and climatic conditions. Since electric power from most these systems is intermittent in 
nature, they tend to be unreliable. Therefore, in order to maintain their reliability, many PS are hybrid 
systems consist of more than one power source and have a battery pack to store energy and make it 
available when required. But for these combinations to work efficiently and ensure efficient supply 
energy is achieved from these sources of energy, a power management system is often needed. The 
main objective of a power management system in the standalone power system is to ensure that load 
demands in variable weather and climatic conditions are satisfied while ensuring that all the systems 
and components of PS operate efficiently. 

2.2. Event Driven Data Acquisition 

According to [17],[19], when compared to classical digital signal processing and conventional data 
acquisition, event-based driven data acquisition methods have significant advantages especially if the 
sampling strategy is customized according to properties of the input data. In the method of data 
acquisition, both uniform and non-uniform types of event- driven systems can be employed.  

2.3. Lithium-Ion Battery 
 

2.3.1. Importance of Lithium-Ion Battery 

Regardless of being expensive when compared to other types of batteries such as lead-acid and 
NiMH batteries, the use lithium-ion batteries in Power Systems has been on the significant rule in the 
recent times [6],[7]. It is mainly because compared to these types of batteries, they have better energy 
and power density when compared to other types of energy storage devices used in standalone power 
systems. Additionally, compared to conventional batteries, they have a long life, are highly efficient, 
have high voltage and low current discharge rate [10]. Accordingly, it is important to note that 
connecting small cells in a parallel circuit is more effective and efficient in powering devices such as 
electric cars compared to one large battery [11].  
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For instance, hybrid systems including storage system are constructed using varied sources of 
power such as storage system, wind turbine and PVP (photovoltaic panels) which not only meet 
economic criteria but also serve the load demand. Additionally, they can be linked to the grid or 
utilized autonomously. Presently, the hybrid system is mainly challenged through designing a suitable 
strategy of energy management for offering load demand satisfaction. Nevertheless, there can be the 
attainment of multifaceted objectives, the top degree of flexibility as well as cost reduction and the 
sporadic nature of the renewable fonts [7],[10]. 

2.3.2. Lithium-Ion Battery Applications 

Other than the distinct devices, it is vital to note that Li-ion batteries are a source of power for a 
variety of applications like telecommunication, electric vehicles, micro grids, data centers, drones, 
mobile phones, laptops, etc. In fact, various telecommunication service providers equip their network 
environments with secondary nonaqueous lithium batteries that act as power backups with the sole 
aim of loading equipment. In that case, it is recommended to deploy Li-ion batteries that meet certain 
technical criteria in Outside Plant locations such as Electronic Equipment Enclosures (EEEs), 
Environmental vaults as well as huts. In addition, they can be deployed in uncontrolled structures 
including cabinets [11].  

  There are currently many different varieties of technologies used in the storage of electricity. 
They vary according to the services they offer and their characteristics.   The use of 
electrochemical batteries has had a significant impact on the automobile industry by 
providing feasible solutions to most of the electrical energy storage issues. The reason why 
electrochemical batteries are used in the automotive is the fact that they are safe, compact 
and perform better than the other batteries. The current market for rechargeable batteries is 
flooded with a variety of battery technology which varies from the established, for instance, 
the Nickel-calcium and the Lead-acid batteries, to the newly developed like the Lithium-ion 
batteries and the ones that are still undergoing improvements, like the Metal-Air batteries.  
 
       The Li-ion battery has dominated the battery technology for portable devices at the 
moment. The technology also has the potential to provide energy storage solutions to the 
automotive industry and renewable uses. Studies have projected increased use of Li-ion 
batteries in automotive and renewable applications by 2020, stating that about 80% of the 
products produced will be used [20].  
 

Some of the components powered by Li-ion batteries include portable devices that comprise of 
smartphones, digital cameras, tablets, power-driven automobiles, mobile sensing nodes, and drones. 
Additionally, they are a source of power for various power tools such as saws, cordless drills as well 
as sanders. As part of power tools, the batteries power garden equipment comprising of hedge 
trimmers and whipper-snippers [11]. Furthermore, Li-ion batteries can provide power to electric 
vehicles such as electric cars besides electric cars, the batteries power personal transporters, electric 
bicycles, scooters, hybrid vehicles, electric wheelchairs, and electric motorcycles. Moreover, Mars 
Curiosity rover, model aircraft as well as radio-controlled models are powered by Li-ion batteries. 
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2.3.3. Lithium-Ion Battery Technology 

The major components of lithium-ion battery are positive electrode (which can be made of 
Lithium Cobalt Oxide; Lithium Nickel Oxide; Lithium nickel cobalt aluminum oxide; Lithium nickel, 
manganese cobalt oxide; Lithium manganese spinel; Lithium iron phosphate; or Lithium titanate), 
negative electrode which is mainly made of graphite (petroleum coke), and so on. As shown in Figure 
2 below, lithium cell has five regions which include the composite positive electrode; a composite 
negative electrode; two electrode current collectors one is made of copper and the other is made of 
aluminum; and a separator [10]. When the cell is discharged mode, the lithium ions available and 
readily accepted by the cell's positive electrode. Figure 2 below illustrates the schematic diagram of a 
lithium-ion battery. 

 
Figure 2: Schematic diagram of a lithium-ion battery [10] 

 

2.4. Battery Management System (BMS) 

In [10], authors have documented that a battery management system is a standalone system 
monitors the conditions of the batteries used in these power systems. In [10], authors have further 
stated that Battery control and management system monitors conditions of battery banks and thus 
allowing detection of power outage conditions on time. The major components of Battery 
management system are shown in Figure 3. A block diagram, of a Battery management system is 
shown in Figure 4.  
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Figure 3: The major components of Battery management system [10] 

 
Figure 4: Block Diagram of Battery management system [10] 

The capacities of batteries used in a (PS) often degrade with time. According to [21], this mainly 
due to passivation, decomposition of materials, morphological changes on electrode surface that 
occur during the battery operation (that is when a battery is a source or a load), and due to corrosion. 
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Addition, a battery of PS can also be weakened when the battery is subjected to operating conditions 
that are beyond its safe operating conditions. The life and the safe operation of a battery system often 
depend on delivery of current during discharging modes and charging modes with the specified 
battery's operating conditions including all the specified operating temperatures.  

It is very essential to note that the safe operating condition of a battery in PS cannot only be 
determined during direct measurements, but it also depends on the state of the battery at that time. 
The state of battery which of is often used to approximate the battery's expected lifetime can be 
specified using two parameters, viz: State of Charge (abbreviated as SoC) and State of Health 
(abbreviated as SoH). In [21], authors have stated that a battery's state of charge (SoC) is the present 
charged state of a battery and it depends on the battery's initial charge condition and current in and 
out at a specified temperature. Further according to [21], State of the health of battery reflects the 
ability of the battery to deliver a specified performance when compared to a fresh battery. It also 
reflects the aging of a battery used in a PS [21]. Therefore, it is important that the battery pack of a 
remote and integrated PS is monitored during discharging and charging conditions.  

The key electrical parameters that often monitored during discharging and charging of a battery 
pack in PS are current, ambient temperature during the charging and discharging cycles, voltage and 
internal resistance of the battery [21]. It is the indicators of SoC and SoH that protect the battery 
packs by generating alarm signals or giving visual indications in case any malfunction of the system is 
noted. Therefore, the smooth operation of a remote and integrated PS depends on the accuracy of 
the state of charge and state of health monitoring systems [21]. These monitoring techniques have 
been discussed in detail below.  

Deep Cycles System can be described as strong and durable lightweight batteries that are suitable 
for use in extreme conditions. They have been built with superior technology, which makes them able 
to endure extreme conditions like vibrations and shock. They are best applicable in marine, military 
and 4WD. The batteries are dry designed for deep cycle uses, which makes them safer than other 
batteries like lead batteries. Considering the advantages that come with DCS batteries, they are the 
best replacement for lead-acid and other types of batteries. DCS batteries offer more than any other 
batteries on the market. An upgrade from the other battery technologies would ensure that the user 
gets better performance with the production of more than 10,000 cycles, reliability and durability 
compares to the traditional technologies for energy storage [22]. 

2.5. Battery State of Charge (SoC) 

As mentioned earlier, state of charge for a lithium-ion battery is the battery's present charged 
state and it depends on the battery's initial charge condition and current in and out at a specified 
temperature. Estimation of a battery's state of charge with high accuracy provides information about 
the remaining amount of useful energy in a power plant's battery bank [10]. In addition to providing 
information about the remaining level of useful power in a battery system, it also evaluates how 
reliable a battery pack system is. Additionally, when SoC estimates are accurate, ideas about the 
relevant strategies of charging and discharging are realized on time [10]. The major components of 
the State of Charge estimation system are shown in Figure 5 below.  
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Figure 5: An architecture of battery State of charge estimation mechanism [21] 

The major methods of estimating SoC are: Conventional method, adaptive filter algorithm, 
learning algorithm and nonlinear observer. The other methods generally include: Bi-linear 
Interpolation (BI), Multi-vibrator Adaptive Regression Splines (MARs), hybrid and Impulse Response 
(IR). The conventional method uses physical properties of the battery such discharge current, 
resistance, voltage and impedance to estimate a battery’s state of charge [10]. Adaptive filter algorithm 
employs and a number of models and data when estimating a battery’s state of charge [10]. Learning 
algorithm, on the other hand, uses large quantity and heavy computations in describing the non-linear 
properties of lithium-ion systems and in estimation of state of charge [24]. No linear observer 
technique is used to estimate SoC in non-linear systems. (BI), (MARs) hybrid and (IR) use two linear 
interpolations, linear time invariant system, and extended linear model respectively in when estimating 
SoC [10]. A number of studies recently have been carried out to estimate the SoC of a lithium- ion 
battery. For instance, Zhang, Mu and Sun [15] used particle filter and exponential model to predict 
the remaining useful life and Soc of lithium-ion batteries. While, authors in [24] determined the useful 
life of lithium-ion and SoC of batteries using Discrete Wavelet Transform.  

2.6. Summary of Literature Review and The Related Studies 

Electric energy which comes from remote and integrated PSs especially from renewable sources 
of energy is often intermittent in nature. That is, energy production from the power generator is never 
consistent but depends on the weather and climatic conditions. Because of this, many remote and 
integrated PSs are hybrid ones and consist of more than one power source and have a battery pack 
to store energy and make it available when required. However, for these energy combinations to work 
efficiently, it is important the usage of an effective (PMS) that is considered to be a vital component 
of (PS), which monitors the State of health, State of Charge, and the surroundings of battery packs. 
A battery's (SoC) is the available capacity (in Ah) and expressed as a percentage of its rated capacity. 
Various methods of monitoring or estimating these battery aspects are discussed in the literature like 
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adaptive filtering algorithms, machine learning based approaches, nonlinear observer, (BI), (MARs) 
and (IR).  

SoC estimation can be accomplished through the use of the classical model-free approach of 
ampere-hour integral where the remaining charge is considered to be equivalent to the discharge 
current [24]. The approach involves the satisfaction of two preconditions, which are a high-precision 
sensor and SoC data initialization. The model-based estimation strategy involves first choosing the 
model. Equivalent-circuit model (ECM) is utilized for battery applications, which makes it suitable 
for use in the lithium-ion battery [13].  

The ECM involves the acceptance of the Kalman filter as the best performance that helps in 
attaining optimal estimation [13]. Such involves the assumption of specific properties for the 
formulation of the problem that includes known noise statistics and model error-free. Extended 
Kalman filter (EKF) is widely utilized in the lithium-ion battery to ensure that the desired result for 
resistance estimation is obtained [13]. However, where there are fluctuating problems in current and 
EKF convergence speed, Unscented Kalman filter (UKF) is utilized [13].  

In the recent past number of studies on estimating SoC lithium-ion battery have been carried out. 
For instance, Authors in [15] used particle filter and exponential model and Particle Filter Method to 
predict remaining useful life and SoC lithium-ion batteries. Even though the researchers were able to 
predict remaining useful life, there were instances that the difference between predicted and actual 
battery life was huge. For instance, there was a situation where predicted life of a battery was 75 cycles 
while the actual life was 58 cycles. This difference is huge. It is, however, important to know that the 
Particle Filter model used in the study has a strong nonlinear as well as non-Gaussians capability. In 
[24] authors determined the useful life of lithium-ion batteries using Discrete Wavelet Transform. 
The prediction by this model is fairly accurate and uses real operation conditions in the prediction of 
remaining useful life (RUL) of lithium-ion battery. However, the Discrete Wavelet Transform is 
complex especially when large amounts of data are involved. Bellow Table 1 shows Summary of State 
of Charge (SoC) methods. SoC depicts the capacity of the battery that is available, which can be 
withdrawn to minimize instances of over- charging or over-discharging, as well as have an optimal 
operation of the battery while minimizing the aspects of aging [25]. The estimation of SoC has gained 
attention among researchers and there are several methods, which have been proposed [25]. The 
common ones are the coulomb counting (CC) and open circuit voltage (OCV), which can further be 
classified as direct or indirect [25]. Accurate SoC estimation and reliability in real time is vital in the 
battery management systems [12]. The commonly used model-based estimation algorithms are Sigma-
point Kalman Filter, Extended Kalman, sliding-mode observer, and Luenberger observer [12]. The 
choice of any of these methods depends on the battery system application and the requirement for 
battery management system [12]. 

Recent BMSs are becoming complex and require higher processing resources and as a 
consequence consume a higher power. In order to keep BMS power efficient, this work employs the 
input signal non-stationary nature to achieve power efficient BMSs. The idea is to employ the event-
driven data acquisition and Batteries State of Charge (SoC) estimation with non-uniform quantization. 
A cloud based SoC log is maintained. It allows a continuous remote system monitoring and a timely 
cure and interaction in case of need. The event-driven nature allows focusing only on the acquisition, 
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processing and transmission of intended information. Therefore, it correlates the system 
computational load and activity with the incoming information. The system computational load and 
consumption can be noticeably diminished by using this idea as compared to the counter traditional 
methods.  

Table 1: Summary of the State-of-the-Art of the State of Charge (SoC) Estimation Methods 
Authors The method used to estimate state of charge of lithium-

ion batteries 
JoaquínKlee Barillas, et al. 
(2015) [25] 

coulomb counting (CC) and open circuit voltage (OCV) 

M.A.Hannan, et al. (2017) [12] Sigma-point Kalman Filter, Extended Kalman, sliding-mode 
observer, and Luenberger observer 

Yujie Wang, et al. (2015) [12] Equivalent-circuit model (ECM) 

Zhixin Miao, et al (2014) [13] Unscented Kalman filter (UKF) 

Lijun Zhang,et al. (2018) [15] Particle filter and exponential model 

YujieWang, et al.  (2017) [24] Discrete Wavelet Transform 

 

       This thesis work aims to enhance the existing BMSs employed in PSs to reduce their consumed 
power, processing resources and transmission activity. The BMS Measures and monitors the battery 
state and avoids the overcharging and over-discharging as well as prolongs the battery lifetime and 
avoids the battery explosion due to rise in the battery temperature. In order to achieve the aim and 
the objectives this work employs coulomb counting (CC) , open circuit voltage (OCV) and the SoC 
correction approaches based on SoC-OCV (open circuit voltage) or dynamic Kalman Filtering based 
SoC Correlation have been employed. The system is consisting of three main modules of data 
acquisition, processing and liaison to cloud. The devised system performance is improved compared 
to the counter solutions by employing a novel data acquisition module, based on the threshold 
crossing sampling scheme. It acquired the data at adaptive rates, piloted by the input signal variations. 
Therefore, it introduces real-time compression during the data acquisition process. It reduces the data 
acquisition module activity and electronics level complexity and also improves the efficiency of the 
post signal processing and data transmission modules by respectively reducing their computational 
complexity and transmission activity. It leads towards a cost-effective, compact and power efficient 
BMS realization as compared to the classical counterparts, based on event driven data acquisition-
based sampling, processing and transmission. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

In the suggested study the idea is to apply an efficient (BMS) which is consisting of different 
modules for the whole system framework, Figure 6 illustrates the principle of the proposed system.  

Battery parameters measurement is crucial for proper BMS functionality. Moreover, monitoring 
the battery voltage prevents battery overcharging and discharge [10], that can be accomplished by 
employing the event-driven A/D converts (EDADCs) while updating the calculated SoCs and upload 
it on the I-cloud [23],[17],[14],[19]. Different parameters as voltage, current, humidity and temperature 
are acquired through data acquisition part, while the data acquisition part is divided into two modules, 
one is measurement and the other is safety. 

The output of the safety modules transmitted through the system to the Front-End Controller 
that utilize this coming data to make an actuating decision like making some changes in the actuators, 
for instance in extreme case it will isolate the battery from the intersystem depending on the condition 
as a rising in temperature for a certain limit, increased in current values or surpassing a certain 
threshold for humidity. 

In measurement part both (SoC) and (SoH) estimators are utilized in a simultaneous manner, 
while the findings of SoC and SoH are communicated to the server through a specific application 
which logs these findings on the cloud.  

For this study we are focusing on the measurement part only without the safety part, while in the 
measurement part the parameters which we are acquired are the cells currents and voltages that are 
utilized in real-time to estimate the SoC of each cell in the battery system. The detailed of the 
considered sections modules are given in the following:  

1. The Battery Model  
2. Battery Model Parameters Estimation  
3. The Battery State of Charge Estimation  
4. Real-Time Determination of The Sate of Charge (SoC)  
5. Discrete Time Coulomb Counting Algorithm and SOC-OCV Calibration 
6. Discrete Time Coulomb Counting Algorithm  
7. Discrete Time SOC-OCV Calibration  
8. Event-Driven Coulomb Counting Algorithm and SoC-OCV Calibration 
9. Event-Driven Coulomb Counting Algorithm  
10. Event-Driven SoC-OCV Calibration  
11. The Computational Complexity  
12. The SoC Estimation Error  
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Figure 6: The overall system Block Diagram 

 
The different system modules, on which this study focuses, are highlighted with orange color 
text. A description of these modules is presented in the following sub-sections. 

3.1. The Battery Model 

To address the growing need for proper simulation of the highly advanced Lithium cells, which 
are essential in electrifying power trains, there is a need for a quick and reliable modeling schemes. 
The battery modeling must consider the relevance of the temperature in transport and kinetic 
phenomena in the electrochemical field [26].  

The most common method for battery numerical analysis is The Equivalent circuit modelling 
(ECM). A one or two RC block models without a parasitic branch is the best choice for lithium cells. 
[24],[27]. The advantage with it is that, it can easily be computed and can be simply combined with 
different SoC methods of estimation. This method includes a SoC correlation with a coulomb 
counting which is achieved through utilizing adaptive methods such as Extended Kalman Filtering 
(EKF) [21],[29].  

The goal of using this approach is to create a direct correlation between the cell’s electrochemical 
phenomena and the elements of the circuit [24],[ 27]. The fidelity, the computational efforts, and the 
trade-off determine the levels of complexity. The models can capture nonlinear electrochemical 
phenomena without utilizing the long electrochemical calculations. The models are fit for example 
for power train electrification in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7: An equivalent circuit for general model [24],[27] of an electrochemical-cell 

The number of equivalent circuit parts as an outcome in a trade-off between both complexity 
and fidelity. Coulombic cells with high efficiency can neglect the parasitic branch. The trade-off 
between the equivalent circuit complexity and the ability to fit experimental data influenced the model 
choice. Experimental data sets are well fitted with extremely complex equivalent circuits. However, 
this is very expensive hence unfit for embedded control applications. In summary, the computational 
resources beside the ability of correlating every components of the circuit with a cell’s electrochemical 
phenomenon limit the level of complexity. A model of adequate fidelity is resourceful in diagnosis 
purposes, since variation of its elements can be linked directly to an electrochemical process or 
physical, such as capacity, health or charge. 

Majority of the models used in the current literatures have failed to account for the thermal 
effects. In the presented solution [26], the limitations are overcome by applying temperature as an 
independent variable as seen in the Look-up Table use to define the elements of the circuit. 
Simplifying the model is achieved and this depends on the specific characteristics or problem of 
interest, the RC blocks numbers ranges between one and two, while the computational complexity 
would be increased with large numbers without noticeability affecting the accuracy of the applied 
model. 

Authors have concluded that a single RC block is sufficient to describe for all dynamic 
characteristics of the cell, counting for average discharge current, nonlinear open-circuit voltage and 
inner cell temperature. The parameter estimation procedure shown dependences of the equivalent 
circuit elements on SoC and temperature, which were consequently implemented as Lookup Tables 
that described the equivalent values of the circuit elements. The model was authorized using 
independent experimental data and after wards utilized for general simulation purposes. It permits 
employing its output parameters like temperature, voltage, current etc. for the purpose of 
characterizing the SoC algorithm Estimation [26].  

       A block model of a single RC Figure 8 is enough for solving the industrial problems. The fact 
that the estimation techniques obtained in the given solution are general means that they might also 
be used in other equivalent circuit model topologies. The decision on the choice of the ECM of Figure 
8 shows that the fitting process involved the estimation of independent four variables, namely Em 

(Electro-motive force as a function of T and SOC represented as the voltage source ), C1 (The 
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capacitive component of the RC), and R0 (Ohmic internal resistance), R1(The resistive component of 
the RC element ), which change with SoC and temperature of the cell [26]. 

Figure 8 demonstrates the link between the elements equivalent circuit and the function of SoC 
and temperature. In a simple term, a perfectly developed model presented in [26]. Gives room for the 
study and interpretation of a multi-temperature lithium simulation that is thermal dependent. With a 
single voltage source, a single series register together with a single RC block; the proposed cell model 
can account for the discharge dynamics as seen in the experiment. The 2% voltage accuracy shown 
by the independent drive cycle on the Lithium cell was used to validate the model. Several authors 
have recommended the application of the proposed solution in the development of a more precise 
model that can be useful in the prediction of electrical voltages performance and also, in the gauging 
of the run-time for the SoC [26]. 

 

Figure 8: An equivalent circuit for model of an electrochemical-cell with n=1 [26] 
 
       The inner cell temperatures and the SoC highly influence the value of ECM. Temperature of the 
inner cells is assumed to be equal values, as the average cell temperature. Through solving the 
homogeneous heat equation and exchanging it with the environment by the use of a computer, the 
cell temperature can be computed. cf. Equation (1). 
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       In Equation (1), T considered as temperature of the inner cell in oC. Ta is a measured ambient-
temperature in oC. CT is the heat-capacitance, RT is the convection resistance and PS is the power-
dissipated inner the cell by applying the Laplace transformation will end getting Equation (2). 
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Where Ps is the power dissipated inside the cell (W), RT is the convention resistance (W1 m-2 K-1), Ta 
is the ambient temperature (oC), CT is the heat capacitance (Jm-3K-1) and S is the Laplace transform 
variable. 

3.2. Battery Model Parameters Estimation 

To estimate the parameters, for a certain temperature the Lookup Tables for every component 
in the circuit were chosen to be constructed on P different points. P is known as the SoC length, 
where set SSOC= {SoC1, SoC2, …, SoCP}. A set SSoC, breakpoints slightly spaced 
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towards low and high SoC values are used. The value of P should be appropriate in order to achieve 
the model parameters estimation with appropriate complexity and precision.  

The parameters have been resolved utilizing the Simulink Design Optimization for the parameter 
estimation tool. To permit estimation, as showed in Figure 9, the SimscapeTM ECM was associated 
with a basic charging circuit model utilizing an ideal source of current and voltage sensor. Using the 
parameter estimation capability of the command line, the estimation was machine-driven. 

 

Figure 9: SimscapeTM Charging Circuit 
 
       Through estimation operation the plus discharge curve for every involved temperature was 
run one by one in individual basis. This created a collection of Lookup Tables with one- dimensional 
vs. SoC at each temperature for the four parameters. To generate these Lookup Tables, 
Simulink style OptimizationTM would simulate the profile of discharge in SimscapeTM iteratively, 
where as experimental data was analyzed with the simulation results. The least square algorithmic for 
program nonlinear technique has been used. This algorithmic program computed the incline of error 
across every of the Px4 parameters to decrease the over-all square error. Figure 10 illustrates the flow 
chart for the steps of parameter estimation. 
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Figure 10: Flow diagram of the parameter estimation procedure 

 
       Repeating this process for H different temperatures developed in four groups of records that 
categorized the cell chemistry under consideration: Em (SoC, T), R0 (SoC, T), R1 (SoC, T), and C1 
(SoC, T). These values, adding-on to a linear interruption procedure, created the two-dimensional 
Lookup Tables that resolute the values of the elements equivalent circuit through the simulation 
phase. 

3.3. The Event-Driven Measurement Principle 

The acquisitions of the battery parameters like current, voltage and temperatures are realized by 
using the event-driven measurements. One of the most vital elements that affect the BMS efficiency 
is monitoring the battery voltage and current. It avoids the battery overcharging and discharging 
which can result in a fast-ageing or even into a blast of the battery [23], [14], [19]. The utilized 
measurement and safety data acquisition modules depend on the event EDADCs. The EDADCs 
depend on the threshold crossing sampling. The possibility of threshold crossing sampling is 
identified since the 1950s [18]. The event-based acquisition is acknowledged with respect to the base 
of threshold crossing sampling [18]. 

       For threshold crossing condition, a sample is taken just after the input band limited analog signal 
x(t) crosses one of the predefined thresholds. Therefore, samples are non-uniformly divided in time. 
The frequency of the taken samples is with respect to x(t)varieties [18]. As indicated by [26], the non-
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uniformly samples are acquired within the threshold crossing sampling which is defined by Equation 
(3).  

 					𝑡23	#456.!#4  (3) 

In Equation (3), dtn is the time distance between the current and the previous sampling. tnis the 
present sampling, tn-1 is the previous one. Threshold crossing sample is the backbone for improving 
the EDADCs. As the EDADCs characteristics are compared to the conventional ones are clearly 
illustrated in [18]. The significant characteristics and advantages are three, first is the reduction of the 
activity, second is the reduction of electromagnetic emission and the last advantage is the reduction 
of the power consumption. Moreover, the instants sampling is precisely recognized for the 
traditionally ideal ADCs, while the samples amplitudes are quantized and defined by the ADC number 
of bits [30], [34]. This error is considered by the SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) [34], That is clarified by 
Equation (4). 

Here, R represents ADC number of bits. For ideal ADC the SNR depends just upon R and it 
very well can be enhanced by 6.02 dB for every increment in R.  

The A/D conversion, which develops in EDADCs is dual in nature. Ideally in this scenario, for 
predefined threshold levels the samples amplitudes are precisely known, however, the sampling 
instants are approximately restricted to a prescribed timer resolution Ttimer values. Where, Ttimer 
defined as the timer step that records the samples instants level crossing the system.  Equation (4) 
illustrates the SNR in this case according to [18], [19]. 

 𝑆𝑁𝑅!: = 1.76 = 6.02	𝑅 (4) 
  
 			𝑆𝑁𝑅!: = 10. log E

3. 𝑃G
𝑃G

H − 20. log	(𝑇#LMNO) 
(5) 

Moreover, Px and Px' parameters are respectively powers of x(t) and of its derivative. It indicates 
for this case scenario, that the SNR is independent of R, while it is not from x(t) attributes and T-
timer. An enhancement for the SNR values by 6.02 dB can be easily accomplished by dividing T-
timer with a factor of two. Theoretically, the EDADC SNR can be enhanced by reducing the T-timer 
values for a fixed M. Practically there is a limit, which is forced by the precession of thresholds. In 
the proposed work the applied A/D conversion process is the same to EDADCs [18].  

3.4. The Battery State of Charge Estimation 

 Within rechargeable batteries, the Li-Ion is the most developed technology [6],[10]. They are 
widely utilized in PS, vehicles, cell devices, etc. In this structure, Li-Ion batteries are utilized in the 
proposed system. 

To avoid range related anxieties, it is important that a precise forecast is put in place in each of 
the remaining battery-driven power plants [26]. The operators must be able to tell how long the 
batteries would relay currents before a recharge is required. This is especially important in the cases 
of power-driven automobiles, mobile sensing nodes, and drones. Proper gauging of the power plant 
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batteries will ensure that they are optimally utilized. The batteries pack or the State of Charge (SoC) 
is analogous in relation to the thermal power plants fuel gauge.  

Precise estimation of the run-time SoC must also be put in place by the Battery Management 
System (BMS) to ensure that the battery packs achieve adequate cell balancing. Precision alone is not 
enough in this case; the changes in temperatures, the cell aging, and the current rates differences must 
also be put into account. Ranges of broad SoC operations, high temperatures, and battery overloads 
speed up the cell aging process [26], [19]. 

3.5. Real-Time Determination of The Sate of Charge (SoC) 

       The most common technique for a real-time determination of the SoC is the Coulomb Counting 
method, by integrating the measured current of the battery cell with time. Meanwhile this simple 
method does not take into account for self-discharge currents or other parasitic effects in the cell. 
Present measurement errors added up with time and therefore, periodic error compensation is needed 
[26], [27]. In this context the SoC correction approaches based on SoC-OCV (open circuit voltage) 
or dynamic Kalman Filtering based SoC Correlation have been employed [25], [13], [28]. It is 
important to note that the technique has numerous limitations, this is based on the fact that it only 
puts into account the currents flowing out of the cells to the external circuits and neglects the to 
account for the self-discharged currents commonly referred to as the parasitic cell reactions. This 
error can, however, be minimized through periodic calibration. Discharge time, storage time, inner 
cell temperature and average discharge current are key factors that influence the maximum charge 
capacity of a cell [24]. Therefore, the cell capacity Crated, can be expressed by Equation (6).  

 𝐶OR#N! = 𝐶OR#N!(𝐼, 𝑇) (6) 

In Equation (6), I considered as the charge/ discharge current and T is the inner cell temperature 
in SoC. Assuming at t= 0 the cell will be fully charged, the released charge, Creleased is definable by 
Equation (7). 

 𝐶ONUNR+N! = ∫ 𝐼b#X.#/
#X (𝑡)𝑑𝑡. (7) 

       In Equation (4), Creleased, is the extracted charge from the cell in AH. Ib is the charging/load 
current in the main branch. Then, the Depth of Discharge (DoD) can be calculated by using Equation 
(8).	The DoD is expressed as the amount of charge released to the rated capacity of the battery. 
Charging and dis/charging efficiency is used to recompense DoD for each charge/discharge cycle. 
DoD considered to be full when DoD =0, and DoD considered to be empty when DoD= 1. 

 𝐷𝑜𝐷 = 𝑪𝒓𝒆𝒍𝒆𝒂𝒔𝒆𝒅
𝑪𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒅

  (8) 

       Finally, the SoC can be estimated by using Equation (9).  

 𝑆𝑜𝐶 = 1 − 𝐷𝑜𝐷 (9) 

       The SoC in percentage is given by Equation (10). 
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 			𝑆𝑜𝐶, = d100 − (𝐷𝑜𝐷 × 100)f% (10) 

Any SoC description would consider the statuses in which a cell is discharged and state to the 
particular discharge current and temperature in which the SoC has been estimated. From the above 
information it can be declared that SoC estimation is based on the Ib and Vb, while the battery 
operation mode is known from the discharge mode. Depth of discharge DoD have two condition 
first is adding up (drained charge) is the discharge mode and the counting down in the charge mode. 
Moreover, Accuracy can be obtained by the charging/discharging parameters measurement accuracy 
and the improved SoC evaluation accomplished in case of the battery is frequently charged and 
discharged. 

The SoC-OCV correlation curve is an appealing approach for the calibration of Coulomb 
counting based SoC estimators [25], [26]. The idea is to periodically monitor the cell voltage and 
compare it with a reference OCV voltage curve. Afterwards the SoC is fixed in coherence with the 
outcome of the measured and the reference voltage curves comparison [25]. Here, the reference OCV 
voltage curve is obtained during a precise and fine-grained experimentation process [25], [26].  A 
further detail of this process is presented in Chapter 4. 

3.6. Discrete Time Coulomb Counting Algorithm and SOC-OCV 
Calibration 

3.6.1. Discrete Time Coulomb Counting Algorithm 

The recent technological advancements have revolutionized the usage of digital real-time SOC 
Estimation algorithms [10],[25],[13],[28],[29]. The main advantages over the counter analog 
approaches are the configurability, precession and availability of mature Computer Aided Design 
(CAD) tools. These CAD tools allow an automatic synthesis of digital algorithms into digital circuits 
and an efficient silicon level realization [16]. In modern BMSs the battery parameters like voltage, 
temperature and current are no more processed in analog domain and are digitized and later on 
processed with available state of the art digital processing algorithms [16], [14]. In this framework, the 
concerned battery parameters are sampled. The existing time domain discretization processes are 
based on the Nyquist sampling criterion [30]. 

       Sampling is the process of converting an analog signal into its discrete representation. In the time 
domain, it is achieved by multiplying the continues time signal x(t) with a sampling function SF(t). 
According to [32], the generalized SF(t) model is given by Equation (11). 

   𝑆h(𝑡) = ∑ 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑡2)k
23X  (11) 

 
       Here, δ(t-tn) is the Dirac function and {tn} is the sampling instant sequence. Thus, a sampled 
signal xs(t) can be represented by Equation (12). 

  𝑥+(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑥(𝑡). 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑡2) = ∑ 𝑥(k
23m 𝑡2k

23X ) (12) 
  

The uniform or classical sampling function is the most frequently employed one and most of the 
existing solutions are based on it [30]. Theoretically, the classical sampling is a pure deterministic and 
periodic process. In this case, the sampling instants are uniformly spaced. Thus, the time interval 
between two consecutive samples Ls is unique. In literature, Ls is known as the sampling period. The 
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uniqueness of Ls results into the sampling process periodicity. Due to this feature, this sampling 
process is also known as the periodic or the equidistant sampling process. The sampling model can 
be defined mathematically as follows. 

 tn = n Ls ,                  n=0,1,2,3,…….                   (13) 

For this case, sF(t) can be expressed as a sequence of uniformly distributed infinite delta impulses. 
The process is expressed by Equation (14). 

 
𝑆𝐹	(𝑡) = 	o 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑛𝐿+)

k

23X

 
(14) 

 Following Equation (13), Equations (12) become as follow.  

 
𝑥+(𝑡) = o𝑥(𝑡). 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑛𝐿+) = o 𝑥(

k

23m

𝑛𝐿+

k

23X

) 
(15) 
 
 

       Shannon has proved that if x(t) includes no frequency greater than fmax, it can be totally 
reconstructed by providing its ordinates at some series points spaced by 1/(2.fmax) seconds separately. 
In essence it employs the following condition on the sampling frequency Fs.  

 𝐹+ ≥ 2. 𝑓MRG (16) 
  

       Following the above discussion, in the classical case the sampled version of Ib(t), can be presented 
by Equation (17). 

 
𝐼t+(𝑡) = o 𝐼t(𝑡). 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑛𝐿+) = o 𝐼t

k

23m

(𝑛𝐿+)
k

23X

 
(17) 

  
       Therefore, in this case the Creleased, between the time interval [t0; t1] seconds can be computed by 
using equation (18). 

 
𝐶ONUNR+N! = o 𝐼t(𝑛𝐿+)

23u3#/×hv

23X

 
(18) 

       Afterwards, the DoD, SoC and SoCP can be respectively computed by employing Equations (8, 
9 and 10).   
 
 

3.7. Discrete Time SOC-OCV Calibration 

       In this case a sampled version of the reference SoC-OCV correlation curve is stored in a Lookup 
Table [28-13]. Let the employed OCV and SoC sets are respectively SOCV={OCV1, OCV2, …, OCVP} 
and SSOC={SoC1, SoC2, …, SoCP}. Here, P is the length of these sets. The battery voltage Vb(t) is 
sampled, the process can be mathematically presented by Equation (19).  

 
𝑣𝑏+(𝑡) = o𝑉t(𝑡). 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑛𝐿+) = o𝑉t(𝑛𝐿+)

k

23m

k

23X

 
(19) 
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For each coming sample of Vbn, P magnitude comparisons are made between the Vbn and the 
SoCV. It could be accomplished in an iterative fashion by using a single comparator or in a concurrent 
fashion by using P magnitude comparators. The comparator outcome is used for the calibration 
purpose. If Vbn=OCV1, then the estimated SoC value is calibrated as SoC1. However, if Vbn=OCV2, 
then the estimated SoC value is calibrated as SoC2. The process is similar for the remaining elements 
of SoCV. The transients can lead towards a wrong SoC calibration which is usually compensated by 
determining the slope of the cell voltage. In case of a consecutive bipolar slope, the SoC calibration 
is performed towards the later measurements. The process is realized by performing Q-1 
comparisons. Here Q is presenting the total number of cell voltage samples, acquired for the 
calibration process. 

3.8. Event-Driven Coulomb Counting Algorithm and SoC-OCV 
Calibration 

3.8.1. Event-Driven Coulomb Counting Algorithm 
 

       The suggested solution is depending on the Event Driven Sampling (EDS) phenomenon as 
battery parameters are acquired by using EDADCs. In the case of EDS, a sample is taken just when 
the input analog signal x(t) crosses one of the predefined thresholds. The samples are not evenly 
spread out in time since they depend on x(t) changes as it is well-defined from Figure 11. 

 
Figure 11: Event-Driven Sampling (EDS) process 

       The set of levels is chosen in such a way that it spans the analog signal amplitude range Δx(t). 
Figure 11, shows a possibility of equally spaced thresholds, which are separated by a quantum q. 
However, thresholds can also be spaced logarithmically or with any other distribution [16],[19]. 
Moreover, thresholds can also be realized in a time-variant manner [18].  

       In the case of EDS, each sample is a pair of (xn, tn) of an amplitude xn and a time tn. xn is 
obviously equivalent to one of the levels and tn can be calculated as mentioned earlier from Equation 
(1). Where, tn is the current sampling prepared, tn-1 is the earlier one and dtn is the time passed among 
the current and the previous sampling times. For the initialization purpose t1 and dt1are taken as zero 
and later on the level crossing sampling instants {tn} are computed by employing Equation (3). 
In this case the sampled version of the signal can be presented Equation (20). 
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			𝑥+(𝑡) = 	o 𝑥(𝑡). 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑡2) = o(𝑥2

k

23m

, 𝑡2

k

23X

) 
(20) 

     The EDS introduces indirect non-uniformity in the sampling process [18]. Unlike The classical 
sampling scheme, we do not have an a priori knowledge of the sampling instants in this case. Each 
time when the sampling process is triggered, the corresponding sampling instant is measured. In 
practice, a timer is employed for this purpose, which provides time stamps with a finite precision. 
Higher will be the timer resolution better will be the sampling process precision and vice versa.    
Following the above discussion, in this case the sampled version of Ib(t), can be presented by 
Equation (21). 

   Ibs(t)= ∑ 𝐼t(𝑡). 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑡2) = ∑ (𝐼t2k
23m , 𝑡2k

23X ) (21) 

       Therefore, in this case the Creleased, between the time interval [t0; t1] seconds can be computed by 
using Equation (22). Where, NED-Current are the number of event-based samples occur between the time 
interval [t0; t1] seconds. dtn is the time distance between nth and n-1th samples (cf. Equation 1). Because 
of the non-uniform repartitioning of samples, a multiplication with dtn is performed in order to 
achieve a proper area under the curve approximation.    

 
𝐶ONUNR+N! = o 𝐼t2

23uz{5|}~~�4�

23X

× 𝑑𝑡2 
(22) 

 
       Afterwards, the DoD, SoC and SoCP can be respectively computed by employing Equations (8, 9 
and 10).   

3.8.2. Event-Driven SoC-OCV Calibration 
 

       In this case a novel approach is employed. It is based on placing the reference threshold levels 
with values, exactly equal to the elements of SOCV. In total P thresholds are placed within the whole 
magnitude dynamics of the battery voltage Vb(t). The process is further clear from Figure 12.  
In this case, the battery voltage Vb(t) sampling process can be mathematically presented by 
Equation (23).  

 𝑉t+	(t) = 	∑ 𝑉t(𝑡). 𝛿(𝑡 − 𝑡2) = ∑ (𝑉t2k
23m , 𝑡2k

23X )    (23) 
 

       In contrast to the conventional SoC-OCV calibration process, in this case there is no need to 
periodically sample/observe the values of Vb(t) and to compare each incoming sample with the 
elements of SOCV in order to make the calibration decision. The calibration mechanism only activates 
once the Vb(t) crosses one of the predefined thresholds, realized by employing P discriminators. The 
calibration decisions are triggered by the events. Here, an event presents the state when the Vb(t) 
crosses one of the predefined thresholds. On the occurrence of each event a voltage sample is 
registered, and a calibration decision is performed.   
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Figure 12: Placing the reference threshold with values 

       The calibration decisions are made according to the values of Vbn. In case, if Vbn is equal to 
OCV1, means the first threshold is crossed (cf. Figure 12) then the estimated SoC value is calibrated 
as SoC1. However, if Vbn is equal to OCV2, then the estimated SoC value is calibrated as SoC2. The 
same process is true for all SOCV elements. It shows that how the calibration decisions are efficiently 
made by snooping the occurrence of an event and without performing the periodic comparison 
operations, made for each acquired cell voltage sample in the classical counterparts [14],[31].  
 
       The transient effects on the SoC calibration process is compensated by computing the slope of 
cell voltage. In case of a consecutive bipolar slope, the SoC calibration is performed towards the later 
measurements. The process is realized by performing NED-Voltage-1 comparisons. Here NED-Voltage is 
presenting the total number of cell voltage samples, acquired by the EDADC for the calibration 
process. 

3.8.3. The Computational Complexity 
 

       The arithmetic complexity of the classical coulomb counting and SoC-OCV calibration process 
is straight forward to compute. Let FsI be the sampling frequency in the system for the acquisition of 
the cell current. Then it remains unique and time invariant and therefore the whole considered signal 
span is sampled at FsI. Therefore, for a considered time length LT the acquired number of current 
samples N can be calculated by using Equation (24).  

 
       If FsV be the sampling frequency in the system for the acquisition of the cell voltage. Then it 
remains unique and time invariant and therefore the whole considered signal span is sampled at FsV. 
Therefore, for a considered time length LT the acquired number of voltage samples M can be 
calculated by using Equation (25). 

 𝑁 = 𝐹𝑠� ×	𝐿" (24) 
 

 𝑀 = 𝐹𝑠� ×	𝐿" (25) 
                                                                                         

       In this case, for a single battery cell the classical coulomb counting algorithm performs N 
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additions to compute Creleased. The computation of DoD and SoC respectively require N divisions and 
N subtractions. The SoC-OCV calibration process performs M×P comparisons, for the worst-case 
consideration, for making the calibration decisions and M-1 comparisons to overcome the transient 
impacts. Therefore, the overall computational complexity of the coulomb counting and SoC-OCV 
calibration processes can be calculated by using Equation (26). 

  (26) 

 
       For the case of devised solution, the sampling frequency is not unique, and it adapts as a function 
of the input signal temporal variations [18-32-33]. Therefore, for a considered time length LT the 
acquired number of samples for a cell voltage and current can be different and are function of the 
EDADC resolution, the employed quantization scheme and the signal characteristics. Let NED-Current 
and NED-Voltage are respectively the number of current and voltage sampled obtained in the devised 
solution. Then for a single battery cell the event-driven coulomb counting algorithm performs NED-

Current additions and NED-Current multiplication to compute Creleased. The computation of DoD and SoC 
respectively require NED-Current divisions and NED-Current subtractions. The event-driven SoC-OCV 
calibration process performs NED-Voltage×P comparisons, for the worst-case consideration, for making 
the calibration decisions and NED-Voltage-1 comparisons to overcome the transient impacts. Therefore, 
the overall computational complexity of the event-driven coulomb counting and the event-driven 
SoC-OCV calibration processes can be calculated by using Equation (27). 
 

   

                      (27) 
       While comparing Equations (26 and 27), it is clear that the CEvent-Driven has the operation of 
multiplication which is not employed in the Cclassical. Therefore, in order to make CEvent-Driven comparable 
with Cclassical, it is assumed that the complexity of a multiplication operation is equal to that of a division 
operation [12]. Following this assumption, the Equation (27) is updated as Equation (28).  

(28) 

3.8.4. The SoC Estimation Error 

       The proposed solution SoC estimation error is calculated by using a time domain approach. In 
this context, a precise classical SoC estimator which is based on a discrete time coulomb counting 
and SoC-OCV calibration processes is employed as a reference. To achieve appropriately high 
accuracy the reference system acquires the concerned Li-Ion cells voltages and currents with a 16-Bit 
resolution ADC and at a sampling frequency of ≥10-kHz. Let 𝑆𝑜𝐶��2 be the nthSoC value estimated 
by the suggested solution and 𝑆𝑜𝐶2be the corresponding nth SoC value estimated by the reference 
estimator. Then, the mean percentage SoC estimation error (MPSoCE) can be calculated by employing 
Equation (29). 

 
		𝑀𝑃𝑆𝑂𝐶𝐸 = �

1
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 
 

4.1. The Real-Time State of Charge (SoC) estimation of a High-Power 
Li-Ion Cell  
 

In order to illustrate the interesting features of the proposed technique the high-power Li-Ion 
cell model of the LiNixMnyCozO2 (NMC) chemistry is employed [28-34]. Its rated capacity Crated is 
31AH at ambient temperature of 20 oC. Thesis technology of batteries can work with 100% to 0% 
DoD and has more than 10,000 number of charge and discharge cycles. The ECM are created using 
SimscapeTM blocks and SimscapeTM language [35]. An impulsive discharge current profile is used for 
conducting this study, which is in accordance with the load profiles of most of the typical appliances 
[41]. In the beginning a charge current is applied in order to overcome any SoC loss because of the 
parasitic losses and cell aging [31],[ 33]. Then it is gradually discharged by employing an impulsive 
profiled discharge current [28-35-36]. The employed cell discharge current curve is shown in Figure 
13 and its corresponding output voltage is shown in Figure 14.  

 

 
Figure 13: The Li-Ion cell charge/discharge current 
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Figure 14: The Li-Ion charge/discharge cell voltage 

Figures 13 and 14, display that the incoming cell current and voltage are of 11.11 hours duration. 
The cell current is acquired by employing an appropriate EDADC. Different acquisition strategies 
can be employed like current to voltage conversion, via a network of charge resistors or via a 
transimpedance mounting, along with magnitude scaling [31],[34]. However, at the simulation level 
the current waveform is directly acquired by a 5-Bit resolution uniform quantization based EDADC. 
It is composed of thirty-two discriminators and a 5-Bit output priority encoder-based encoding logic 
[32]. The EDADC amplitude dynamics is selected between [-28.1; 7.6] A. Therefore, it results in a 
unique quantum q=1.12A. The EDADC output is shown in Figure 15. In this case, for the considered 
time span of 11.11 hours total 700 current samples are acquired by the EDADC.    

 
Figure 15: The Li-Ion cell charge/discharge current acquired with a 5-Bit resolution uniform 

EDADC. 
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      The reference SoC-OCV curve values obtained with a precise experimentation [26] are stored in 
Lookup Tables. In this case, each set, SSoC and SOCV is composed of seven elements, which are 
summarized in Table 2. The employed elements of SSoC and SOCV are spaced with a bias slightly toward 
minimum and maximum SoC values [26].  

Table 2: Summary of the Reference Filters Bank Parameters. 
SOCV OCV1 OCV2 OCV3 OCV4 OCV5 OCV6 OCV7 

Volts (V) 4.193  4.0821 3.9376 3.7213 3.6402 3.5653 3.4548  

SSoC SoC1 SoC2 SoC3 SOC4 SoC5 SOC6 SOC7 

(%age) 100  90  75  50  25  10  0  

 
      The cell voltage is acquired for the SoC-OCV Lookup Table based SoC estimate calibration 
process. Following the event-driven SoC-OCV principle description (cf. Section 3.8.2), the cell 
voltage is acquired by using a 2.8-Bits resolution, non-uniform quantization based EDADC, it is 
composed of seven discriminators and a 3-Bit output priority encoder-based encoding logic [32],[34]. 
The reference voltages of these discriminators are respectively adjusted as OCV1, OCV2, …,OCV7. 
In this case the quantum is not unique and varies based on the selected magnitude distance among 
the consecutive thresholds. The EDADC output is shown in Figure 16. In this case, for the 
considered time span of 11.11 hours total 73 voltage samples are acquired by the EDADC.    

 
Figure 16: The Li-Ion cell voltage acquired with a 2.8-Bit resolution non-uniform EDADC. 

      These results have to be compared with the classical case. In order to assure a proper SoC 
estimation, by following the industrial standard, in classical sampling-based approaches the Li-Ion cell 
current and voltage are acquired with 12-Bit resolution ADCs. The acquisition rate for current is 
chosen as FsI =1kHz [19], [31]. For the calibration purpose the voltage is acquired at the rate of 
FsV=16.66mHz, means a sample is acquired every minute. Depending on the application, for the 
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calibration purpose the cell voltage is acquired with a sampling frequency between [16.6mHz; 1kHz] 
[19],[31]. The choice of FsV results in an interesting tradeoff between the system computational 
complexity and precision. A higher FsV results in a higher computational complexity and precision 
and vice versa. In this case, a lowest possible value of FsV is chosen in order to keep the system 
computationally efficient. 

 
      For FsI=1kHz and FsV=16.66mHz, the considered cell voltage and current measurement time 
span of 11.11 hours will respectively result into N=40M-samples for the cell current and M=667 
samples for the cell voltage. Here M is presenting mega. However, in the proposed approach the total 
number of sampled data points are much lower and are respectively NED-Current=700 for the cell 
current and NED-Voltage=73 for the cell voltage. It shows a drastic real-time compression gain, reduction 
in acquired number of samples, and computational efficiency, reduction in the number of operations, 
of the proposed approach as compared to the counter classical one. The results achieved are 
summarized in Tables 3 and 4. 
 

Table 3: Summary of the proposed system compression gain over the classical one. 
Li-Ion Cell 
Parameter Current Voltage 

Time Span 
(Hours) 

11.11  11.11 

Compression 
Gains 57.14×103 9.13 

 

Table 4: Summary of the proposed system processing gain over the classical one. 
Gain in 

Additions 
Gain in 

Divisions 
Gain in 

Subtractions 
Gain in 

Comparisons 
57.14×103 28.6×103 57.14×103 9.2 

 
 
       Tables 3 and 4, shows that for the studied case the compression gains are respectively 57.1x103 
times and 9.1 times for the cell current and the cell voltage. Here, the compression gains are calculated 
by computing the ratios between the acquired number of samples in the classical case and in the 
proposed solution. The gains in additions, divisions, subtractions and comparisons are calculated by 
employing Equations (26 and 28). These remarkable gains are achieved by intelligently employing the 
event-driven sensing and processing mechanisms for the intended application. It allows to focus and 
acquire only the pertinent signal information at adaptive sampling rates, piloted by the signal itself, 
and therefore attains a significant real-time compression gain and the processing load reduction while 
real-time estimating and calibrating the cell SoC respectively via the Coulomb counting and the SoC-
OCV curve based algorithms.      
 
       The above results demonstrate a significant compression gain and processing efficiency of the 
suggested solution compared to the classical one. It is mainly achieved by employing the event-driven 
sensing mechanism along with an application dependent reference thresholds placement [11]. It 
allows acquiring only the pertinent information at globally sub-Nyquist average sampling rates in the 
case of proposed solution and therefore renders a significant reduction in the collection of acquired 
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samples and thus a noticeable reduction in the post processing modules complexity. However, besides 
all these benefits such an approach can compromise the SoC estimation precision. In this framework, 
the proposed solution SoC estimation error is computed by following the process described in 
(Section 3.8.4). A reference SoC estimator is employed it acquires the cell current and voltage with 
16-Bit resolution, uniform quantization-based ADCs at FsI=10kHz and FsV=1Hz. The SoC curves, 
obtained with the reference estimator, the classical estimator and the proposed event-driven estimator 
are respectively presented in Figure 17.  
 
       The MPSoCEs are calculated by using Equation (29). It results into 2.5% MPSoCE for the 
classical estimator and 4.6% MPSoCE for the event-driven estimator. It assures that besides achieving 
a more than third order of magnitude gains in terms of data compression, additions, divisions, 
subtractions and comparisons, over the counter classical solution, the achieved SoC estimation 
precession of the suggested solution is also quite comparable with the classical and the reference 
estimator. Furthermore, in the suggested solution the employed EDADCs are of much lesser 
resolutions respectively 5-Bit and 2.86Bit for the cell current and the cell voltage acquisition. 
However, in the classical case 12-Bit ADCs are employed to acquire the cell current and voltage. It 
assures a drastic reduction in the system hardware level complexity compared to the traditional 
counterpart [18],[19].    
 

 
Figure 17: The Li-Ion Cell SoC curve respectively estimated by the reference estimator, the 

classical estimator and the event-driven estimator. 
 

4.2. Case Study for a Real-Time State of Charge (SoC) Estimation of a 
Li-Ion Battery Pack 

 
       The Li-Ion cells are rarely used alone. Normally, they are combined into cell packs which are 
further assembled in series, in parallel or in mixed configurations to achieve the desired battery 
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capacity [18], [31],[33]. In the aim of achieving a greener environment the employment of renewable 
energy sources is evolving. As both businesses and governments around the world are advancing 
toward the reduction of environmental contamination and the utilization of clean energy sources. 
Administrative, commercial and environmental factors are the main driving forces which lead to 
increase the renewable energy penetration. Along these lines, optimal solution ought to be helpful in 
arranging and structuring the output energy from renewable and conventional energy resources. 
Among renewable energy sources solar photovoltaic panels and wind mills are most frequently 
employed [37]. However, none of these sources is a constant energy provider. Therefore, if the energy 
could be stored in rechargeable batteries then it could be used during night or during the calm weather 
[36]. In this framework, the Li-Ion batteries are the most frequently employed ones [31], [36],[38]. 
 
       According to [38], 15% of Australian homes which is more than 1.4 million are already utilizing 
solar energy resources to control their electricity bills in addition to support sustainable energy power. 
Comparing to the past ten years this number was very limited just 1500. This is a clear indicates the 
renewable energy revolution not only for Australian but for majority of current societies. For instance, 
countries are moving towards solar switch, battery storage technology for homes and industries 
consider as a promising toward the reduction of environmental pollution, the utilization of clean 
energy sources, cheaper and practical energy solutions for the future. Factors like high electricity pill 
cost, climate change weighing heavy on customer’s conscience and the country's vast renewable 
sources [38]. This undertaking has raised attention toward energy storage systems and batteries 
utilizing renewable and conventional energy sources linked in the distribution system. 
Battery banks at homes perform as a conventional generator which is powered by fossil fuels such as 
natural gas, propane, gasoline, or diesel. Differ from a traditional generator, a battery backup system 
does not need to store fuel or buy it even is not relying on fuel delivery during an outage. When 
batteries paired with a solar array, the battery will be charged by PV’s generated output energy. In 
case batteries are not paired with the solar system, batteries will be charged from conventional grid 
[39].  
 
       Batteries are typically rated in amp-hours (Ah) or kilowatt-hours (KWh). Typical examples of 
home batteries are between 2-kWh to 13-kWh [39], [40]. It is also important to know the battery 
relative capacity. It refers to the amount of energy DoD that can be safely drained from a battery 
before it needs to be recharged. It is typically 50% for lead acid batteries and is around 100% for the 
modern Li-Ion batteries [39]. Additionally, the count of charge discharge cycles is also very important 
it can be typically 2000 for the lead acid batteries with an average life of 2-3 years and it is around 
10000 for a Li-Ion battery with an average life of 10 years.  
 
       Following the above discussion, a case study is performed for a battery, designed for the remote 
renewable energy empowered home with a typical impulsive load profile with an average value of 
1.5kW. In this context, the high-power Li-Ion cell model of the LiNixMnyCozO2 (NMC) chemistry is 
employed [26],[33]. Its rated capacity Crated is 31AH at ambient temperature of 20oC.The ECM are 
created using SimscapeTM blocks and SimscapeTM language [26],[35]. Firstly, ten cells are combined to 
form cell packs of 1.24-kWh of rated capacity. The process is clear from Figure 18. Afterwards, 5 cell 
packs are combined to realize a battery pack of 6.2-kWh rated capacity. The process is clear from 
Figure 19 in the case of requirement this battery can supply the considered load of 1.5kW for a 
duration of 4.13 hours.   
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Figure 18: A 10-cells pack. 

 
Figure 19: The 50-cells battery pack. 

       The similar impulsive discharge current profile used in Section 4.1 again employed here for 
conducting this study. Such a load is in accordance with the load profiles of most of the typical 
appliances [41]. The voltage curve obtained at the output of the employed battery pack is shown in 
Figure 20.  

 
Figure 20: The battery pack voltage curve. 
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       In the beginning a charge current is applied in order to overcome any SoC loss because of the 
parasitic losses and cell aging [31], [33]. Then it is gradually discharged by employing an impulsive 
profiled discharge current [26],[41]. The employed cell discharge current curve is clear from Figure 
13. The battery cells are connected in series, therefore a similar charge/discharge current flow through 
all of them. However, the voltages across cells can be specific as a function of their temperature and 
SoC [26],[33]. The voltage curves of the first 10-cells pack are shown in Figure 21. These voltage 
curves can also be employed for the cell balancing of the battery pack [26],[33]. However, in this study 
these voltage curves are used for monitoring the SoC of each cell in the employed battery pack.    

 
Figure 21: The voltage curves of a 10-cells pack. 

       The current is unique for each Li-Ion cell, as they are connected serially. A similar current profile, 
shown in Figure 15 is employed in this case. It is acquired by a 5-Bit resolution uniform quantization 
based EDADC. It is composed of thirty-two discriminators and a 5-Bit output priority encoder-based 
encoding logic [32]. The EDADC amplitude dynamics is selected between [-28.1; 7.6]A. Therefore, 
it results in a unique quantum q=1.12A. The EDADC output is shown in Figure 16. In this case, for 
the considered time span of 11.11 hours total 700 current samples are acquired by the EDADC.      

       The voltage of each cell is acquired for the SoC-OCV Lookup Table based SoC estimate 
calibration process and for monitoring of each cell SoC. These are acquired by using the 2.8-Bits 
resolution, non-uniform quantization based EDADCs. Each EDADC is composed of seven 
discriminators and a 3-Bit output priority encoder-based encoding logic [11]. The reference voltages 
of these discriminators are respectively adjusted as OCV1, OCV2, …,OCV7 (cf. Table 2).  
 
       In this case, for the considered time span of 11.11 hours the total voltage samples which are 
acquired by EDADCs, for each cell in the battery pack, are shown in Figure 22. It shows that the 
lower and the upper limits on the number of samples, obtained in this case are respectively posed by 
71 and 74. 
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Figure 22: The number of cells voltages samples obtained with the EDADC. 

       These results have to be compared with the classical case. In order to assure a proper SoC 
estimation, by following the industrial standard, in classical sampling-based approaches the Li-Ion 
cells voltages and current are acquired with 12-Bit resolution converters [32], [35]. The FsI=1kHz is 
chosen and the FsV=16.66mHz is selected. Then for the considered time span of 11.11 hours it will 
result into N=40M-samples for the cell current. Moreover, 667 samples will also be collected for each 
cell voltage in the battery pack.  

       However, in the proposed approach the total number of sampled data points are much lower. 
For cell/battery current these are NED-Current=700. Therefore, while considering only the cell current, 
the attained compression gain is (57.1)103 times over the classical counterpart.  
 
       The number of obtained cells voltages samples, for each cell, are summarized in Figure 22. Let  
NED-Voltage_m, presents the obtained number of samples for each cell. Here, mϵ{1, 2, …, 50} and is 
indexing cells in the considered battery pack. Then the minimum, the maximum and the average 
compression gains in terms of the samples count of acquired cells voltages are respectively 9, 9.4 and 
9.2 times. While considering all 50 cells, it results into a total compression gain of 458.96 times for all 
50 cells.  Achieved results are summarized in Table 5. 

Table 5: Summary of the proposed system processing gains in terms of the samples count of 
acquired cells voltages 

Min Gain in 
Comparison 

Max Gain in 
Comparison 

Average Gain in 
Comparison 

Total Gain of 50 
Cells in Comparison 

9 9.4 9.2 458.96 
 
       The gains in terms of additions, divisions and subtractions are mainly based on the cell current 
samples counts for both the classical and the event-driven approaches (cf. Equations 26 and 28). In 
this case these gains are respectively 57.1x103, 28.6x103 and 57.1x103 times in terms of additions, 
divisions and subtractions, the results are summarized in Table 6.       
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Table 6: Summary of the proposed system processing gains in terms of additions, divisions and 
subtractions over the classical one 

Gain in Additions Gain in 
Divisions 

Gain in 
Subtractions 

57.1×103 28.6×103 57.1×103 

 
       The gains in terms of comparisons are mainly based on cells voltages samples counts for both 
the classical and the event-driven approaches (cf. Equations 26 and 28). The minimum, the maximum 
and the average gains in terms of comparisons count which are obtained by the suggested approach 
over the classical counterparts are respectively 9.1, 9.5and 9.25 times. While considering all 50 cells, 
it results into a total comparison gain of 459.67 times for all 50 cells. Table 7 illustrates the summarized 
results. 
 
Table 7 :Summary of the proposed system processing gains in terms of comparisons obtained 

by the suggested approach over the classical one 
Min Gain in 
Comparison 

Max Gain in 
Comparison 

Average Gain in 
Comparison 

Total Gain of 50 
Cells in Comparison 

9.1 9.5 9.25 459.67 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSIONS 

 
        The current move to the attainment of a greener environment through the use of renewable 
energy sources is remarkable all over the world. In this framework, the usage of rechargeable batteries 
is tremendously evolving. Among the rechargeable batteries, the Li-Ion ones are extensively employed 
because of their ever-wanted features like compact size, high power supply capability, a higher number 
of charge-discharge cycles, etc. For effective utilization of batteries and in order to assure their longer 
life the Battery Management Systems (BMSs) are frequently employed. The batteries pack SoC 
indication analogous in relation to the thermal power plants fuel gauge. A precise SoC information 
can indicate that how long the battery back could drive the intended plant before  a recharge is 
required [26]. In this context an enhanced and efficient event-driven Columb counting based SoC 
estimator and SoC-OCV based SoC calibrator have been devised. 
 
       The proposed system performance has been studied for the case of a high power commercially 
available Li-Ion cell. The case of a Li-Ion battery pack, designed for a usage with the renewable energy 
sources powered home, is also studied. Results have shown results show remarkable compression 
and computational gains of the devised solution compared to the counter classical one. It is mainly 
achieved by employing the event-driven sensing mechanism along with an application dependent 
reference thresholds placement [18], [19]. It allows to acquire only the pertinent information at sub-
Nyquist average sampling rates in the case of proposed solution and therefore renders a significant 
reduction in the collection of acquired samples and thus a noticeable reduction in the post processing 
modules complexity. However, besides all these benefits such an approach can compromise the SoC 
estimation precision. In this framework, the proposed solution SoC estimation errors are computed. 
The reference SoC estimators are employed to acquire the cell current and voltages with 16-Bit 
resolution, uniform quantization-based ADCs at FsI=10kHz and FsV =1Hz. The MPSoCEs are 
calculated by using Equation (29). For the case of a high-power Li-Ion cell, studied in Section 4.1. 
The MPSoCE for the classical estimator is calculated as 2.5% and it is 4.6% for the event-driven 
estimator. Similarly, the MPSoCEs are calculated for each cell of the employed battery cell, discussed 
in Section 4.2. For the case of event-driven estimator it results into the into the minimum, the 
maximum and the average MPSoCEs values for the considered 50 cells as 4.13%, 4.85% and 4.58%. 
Results are summarized in Table 8. 

Table 8: Summary of the proposed system results into the into the minimum, the maximum 
and the average MPSoCEs values for the considered 50 cells 

Min MPSoCE 
For 50 Cells 

Max MPSoCE 
For 50 Cells 

Average MPSoCE 
For 50 Cells 

4.13% 4.85% 4.58% 
 

       It assures that besides achieving more than third order of magnitude gains in terms of data 
compression, additions, divisions, subtractions and comparisons, over the counter classical solution, 
the achieved SoC estimation precession of the suggested solution is also quite comparable with the 
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classical and the reference estimator. Furthermore, in the suggested solution the employed EDADCs 
are of much lesser resolutions respectively 5-Bit and 2.86Bit for the cell current and the cell voltage 
acquisition. However, in the classical case 12-Bit ADCs are employed to acquire the cell current and 
voltage. It assures a drastic reduction in the system hardware level complexity compared to the 
traditional counterpart [18],[19].    

 
   The above results confirm a significant outperformance of the suggested solution in terms of 

reduction of the power consumption overhead and hardware design complexity as compared to the 
traditional counter solutions. This discussion depicts a strong potential of integrating the devised 
solution in modern and standalone BMSs. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

 
    In this thesis an enhanced and efficient event-driven Columb counting based real-time SoC 

estimator and SoC-OCV based SoC calibrator have been devised. The system has been founded on 
the idea of event-driven data acquisition and processing. Based on this idea, novel techniques have 
been proposed for the battery cells currents and voltages acquisition. The event-driven data 
acquisition has created the opportunity to focus on the pertinent information. Hence, a good 
correlation existed between the incoming signal activity and the system computational load. The 
acquired information has been processed by using the proposed original event-driven Coulomb 
counting based real-time SoC estimator and the event-driven SoC-OCV based SoC calibrator. Based 
on the event-driven nature they have organized their processing load in coherence with the incoming 
signal temporal variations and characteristics.   

 
    The proposed system performance has been studied for the case of a high power commercially 

available Li-Ion cell. The case of a Li-Ion battery pack, designed for a usage with the renewable energy 
sources powered home, is also studied. Results have shown a significant compression gain and 
computational complexity reduction attained by the suggested solution over the counterparts.  

 
    For the case of battery pack, an overall more than fourth order of magnitude compression gain, 

reduction in acquired number of samples, for the case of cells current is achieved by the proposed 
solution over the classical counterparts. Furthermore, a more than second order of magnitude 
compression gain the case of cells voltages is also attained with respect to the classical counterparts. 
Moreover, the devised solution also outperforms the counter classical parts in terms of computational 
complexity. A more than fourth order of magnitude gain in terms of processing efficiency is achieved 
for the studied case. In the suggested solution the employed event-driven Analog to Digital 
Converters (EDADCs) are of much lesser resolutions respectively 5-Bit and 2.86Bit for the cell 
current and the cells voltages acquisition. However, in the classical case 12-Bit ADCs are employed 
to acquire the cell current and cells voltages. It confirms a remarkable outperformance of the 
suggested solution in terms of the hardware design complexity as compared to the traditional counter 
solutions. A technique to estimate the SoC estimation error has also been devised. The MPSoCEs are 
calculated for each cell of the employed battery pack. For the case of event-driven estimator it results 
into the into the minimum, the maximum and the average MPSoCEs values for the considered 50 
cells as 4.13%, 4.85% and 4.58%. It shows that for the studied case, the MPSoCE is bounded by 
4.85%.  

 
    It confirms a significant outperformance of the suggested solution in terms of reduction of the 

power consumption overhead and hardware design complexity as compared to the traditional counter 
solutions. Moreover, the system precision is also comparable with the traditional counterparts. It 
confirms a strong potential of integrating the devised solution in modern BMSs. 
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    The suggested solution is adaptable for a variety of applications by intelligently parameterizing 

different system modules. Employing the proposed solution to study the considered Li-Ion cell 
behavior for other load current profiles is a future work. Calibration and usage of the suggested 
method for other Lithium-Ion technologies-based battery packs is another future task. The system 
can also be employed for an effective study of the cell balancing techniques, sizing of battery for 
energy storage system during the peak load and for renewable energy sources like PVs and wind mills. 
Employment and integration of the dynamic SoC calibration approaches similar to Kalman filtering 
(KF) could improve the system precision but at the cost of an increased processing load. Exploring 
this approach is a prospect. A higher SoC estimation precession is achievable by using a bigger size 
SSoC and SOCV, the higher resolution EDADCs, amplitude scaling and logarithmic quantization 
techniques. Study and integration of these techniques in the proposed solution is another research 
axis. Finally, the proposed solution embedded realization and integration in Modern Li-Ion batteries 
monitoring and management systems is another axis to explore and it will open new doors to 
collaborate with potential industrial and academic partners. It can lead towards the industrialization 
of devised solution based BMSs. This research axis has a lot of potential and it is also well aligned 
with the KSA 2030 vision as the proposed solution can be applied for many applications similar to 
renewable energy-based systems, electrical vehicles, hybrid energy storage systems, etc. 
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FUTURE WORK 

       The suggested solution is adaptable for a variety of applications. The key in to intelligently 
parameterize the system modules as a function of the intended application. The solution is versatile 
and can be used in various key applications. Employing the proposed solution to study the considered 
Li-Ion cell behavior for other load current profiles is a future work. An accurate and efficient SoC 
calculation for other Lithium-Ion technologies based rechargeable cells can be considered for future 
study. Cell balancing technique in the battery management system is a very important topic that can 
be a target for future study as well. Nevertheless, employing the optimal control and sizing for battery 
energy storage system during the peak load, and sizing the battery for a considered PV or wind energy 
based renewable sources-based solutions are among the prioritized studies that attract many 
researchers to work on it. I believe that the proposed findings and results will contribute effectively 
to find the optimal solution for this kind of studies. Study an integration of dynamic SoC calibration 
approaches similar to Kalman filtering (KF)could be considered as a future work. Applying the 
proposed solution for applications similar to electric vehicles, drones, wireless sensors, etc. is another 
prospect. An effective estimation of SoC of the batteries can provide a preferred control for charge 
and discharge process and can lead to a higher battery life with a safer operation. Integration of the 
suggested modules in the BMS safety chain is another prospect. Moreover, the proposed solution can 
contribute in exploring techniques in the future work to achieve a higher SoC estimation precession 
like higher resolution EDADC, amplitude scaling, logarithmic quantization, use bigger size SSoC and 
SOCV, etc. 
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APPENDICES 
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Appendix-2: Data Sheet  

 
 

[42] 

Cell Specifications  
High Energy NMC (Nickel Manganese Cobalt)  

Model  Capacity (Ah)  
Dimension (mm)  

W  L  T  

SLPB72216216 31 226 227 7.5 

AC- Impedance 
(mΩ)  Weight (kg)  

Max. Discharge Rate 
Energy Density 

(Wh/kg)  C-rate (C) 
Continuous  Pulse  

1.1 0.665 5 8 172 

Certification Remark High Efficiency 

UL HE More than 96% at .5C 


